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Eminem's huge comeback
makes him the
most noteworthy
entertainer of the
year. See what else
made 2010 great
on PAGE 8
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A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community

Cocoon Shelter
celebrates fifth
anniversary

CREATING A
NIGHTMARE WORLD

Reporter
The Cocoon Shelter has been a part
of the Bowling (ireen Community for
five years, and this coming Tuesday
they plan to celebrate.
The Cocoon will hast a community
event at the Cla-Zel Theater at 6 p.m.
Tuesday evening Executive Director
oftheshelterMichelleClossick said
the event will include a hors d'oeuvres
buffet and music by pianist and composer Marilyn Shrude and saxophonist John Sampen. The event is open to
the public; admission costs $25 ahead
of time and $35 at the door.
The Cocoon is a nonprofit organization, so "all of our money raised
goes into serving people that we help,"
said Clossick.
The Cocoon Shelter also works with
other organizations in and around
Bowling Green, so the event is in part
to recognize their help.
"We want to celebrate the accomplishments and partnerships of having a shelter here for five years, but
it's really also to thank the people that
have made the shelter possible and so
many people in the community have
supported the shelter and made it
possible for us to do the work that we
do," Clossick said.
The shelter was a long time coming,
and it has changed in its five years of
existence. Clossick said when the shelter first opened, there was only one
paid staff member and that was her.
One of the co-founders of the
Cocoon Shelter, and the current
special products coordinator, Deidra
Bennett said Gossick has contributed
largely to the success of the shelter.
"The Cocoon would not be the safe
and empowering place that it is without the amazing work of our executive

director Michelle IClossick], and she
has been there from day one and is
just so dedicated and so focused on
the safety and justice for women and
our community," Bennett said. "And
she's just been an inspiration for me
and many of the other staff at the
Cocoon and also to the women that
we serve.''
Today, the Cocoon employs 10 staff
members, and Clossick said, "that's
really symbolic of how much the need
for our services has grown. We have
staffing pretty much around the clock."
Bennett said the shelter has
changed since its eariy days.
"We've just been adding more
and more services and more and
more support to our residents when
we've been able to. So it definitely
looks much different from the first
days that we were open," Bennett
said. "But our mission and vision has
always been the same: To provide
safety, healing and justice... so we're
still just trying to do all we can to
achieve that mission."
The shelter currently has 12 beds,
and Gossick said it has housed
approximately 325 women and
children since its opening.
The Cocoon relied largely on volunteers and interns in their early days,
Bennett said, and it still has volunteers.
The other co-founder of the
shelter and the founding president
Mary Krueger currently works at
the University Women's Center, and
partofherjobistobethe University
contact point for the Cocoon, which
means that all donations go through
the Women's Center to the Cocooa
It works like a pipeline, Krueger said.

University alumnus Dirk
Manning is diligently writing
after midnight about two comics that are premiering this week.
This week Manning has two full
length, 22-page comics premiering at
vvww.Comicspipeline.com. He
said one of the stories is
a zombie apocalypse
called "Countdown to
Extinction," and the
other is a pro wrestling story called'A
Rush of Blood to the
Head.''
Manning
recently returned
from a threeweekend signing
tour in November,
and he went to
Toledo, Detroit
and Columbus.
He said he sold
about 300 books.

View Dirk Manning's comics at the following
websites:

Monica

Moll
University police
chief and director
of public safety

policing on the two campuses is very
similar. I think it's a really good fit here
for my experience up to this point."
Moll has an associate's degree in
1111) 11 n. 11 justice and a bachelor's
degree in social work from the
University of Akron, as well as a master's degree in public administration
from Kent State. She is currently working toward a doctorate in public policy
and political science at Kent State.
As police chief and director of public safety, two titles often combined at
universities, Moll is responsible for the
day-to-day operations of the police

NATION
Jury deliberates Smart case
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"Nightmare World": www.NightmareWorld.com
"Countdown" and "Ruth": www.ComicsPipeline.com
"Hope" and "Tales of Mr. Rhee": www.
ShadowllneComics.com ("Starting January 1)
"Farseeker": www.Act-l-Vate.com
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View his how-to columns at:
www.newsarama.com/topic/write-or-wrong
Facebook:
TBIUMI SKI

www.Facebook.com/ DirkManning
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department and public safety as a
whole on campus. This also includes
overseeing the parking department,
the student escort program and the
campus shuttle service.
"Campus policing is sometimes
tricky because it's service-oriented,"
she said. "You have to be prepared
for the worst case scenario, yet still
be very good at operating even
when those things usually aren't
happening. Our mission is still the
University's mission: a safe environment for education."
k>hn Peach, police chief at Kent
State University, said he has been able
to watch Moll "mature on the job"
since he hired her straight out of the
police academy. He attended Moll's
swearing in and said he "couldn't

FORUM

See POLICE | Page 2

Jerome Library holds book, record sale
Jerome Library will be hosting their
annual Book and Record sale today from
9:30 a.m. until 9 p.m. in the Pallister
Conference Room on the first floor. The
library has hosted this sale for the last 30

years, and this year will be their final sale.
Payment for off-campus residents will be
accepted via check or cash, and students,
faculty and staff may also pay using their
BGl card.

Centennial celebration ends with concert
The University will close out the centennial celebration with a concert and
program tonight at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom in the Union.
The "Centennial Celebration
Concert" will feature performance by
the University's musical ensembles, and
many of the musical pieces have ties to
the University. Alumnus Ryan Nowlin
composed or arranged two of the pieces,
faculty members Chris Buzzello and
David Bixler helped with two of the
pieces and Thomas Knox. a friend of G.

SPORTS

Diet program changes points

BG hockey returns to home ice

Columnist Anthony Bryson informs

The BG hockey team will continue to rely on the

University students that Weight Watchers

strong play from Nick Eno and Andrew Hammond

dence is clear that Brian David Mitchell

has changed their point system for the first

between the pipes as the Falcons host Ohio State

kidnapped Elizabeth Smart | Page 3

time in over a decade | Pag* 4

this weekend | Page 6
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Reporter

the facts of the case because the evi-

COMICS

See COCOON | Page 2
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Defense attorneys are not contesting

In the spring, he plans on doing a signing
tour in Chicago, Dayton and Rockford,
Illinois.
Presently, Manning is working on
multiple projects. One of them is
called "Farseeker," which he said
is like "The Magnificent Seven
meets The Hobbit."
.Another comic is
called "Tales of Mr.
Rhee." which is a noir
orror spin-off of
his popular comic
book "Nightmare
World." The
comic will debut
in January.
"The character
debuts as a cameo in
Nightmare World, and
he's a supernatural troubleshooter," Manning
said.
A third project is
named "Hope," which is

By Emily Tuckw
Reporter

University police chief has bright future
After 14 years of dedicated work at
Kent State University, Monica Moll
is ready to start another chapter of
her career.
Moll, former Lieutenant in the Kent
State University Police Department,
was appointed University police chief
and director of public safety Nov. 30.
Her experience at Kent State ranged
from investigative work to nine years
as crisis negotiator on the regional
Metro SWAT.
She replaces Jim Wiegand, who
worked at the University for 12 112
years as police chief and director of
public safety.
"It's been a pretty smooth transition, and that's one of the things that
attracted me here," Moll said. "Kent
and BGSU are sister institutions, and

I

Alumnus Dirk Manning is active in comic book world

In honor of the anniversary, the Cocoon Shelter will
host a fundraiser at the Cla-Zel Theater Tuesday
By Dana* King

www.bgviews.com

Philip Cartwnght. composed one of the
pieces.
Representatives from the University
and the community will also fill a centennial time capsule that will be put on
display instead of being buried
For admission, event organizers ask
for a food item or monetary donation
that will benefit the Bowling Green Food
Pantry.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How are you going to celebrate the end of the

i

emester?
semester?

JORDAN RUPPERT
Freshman. AYA Social Studies
"Eat and play Playstation."

| Pag. 4
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BLOTTER
1205 AM.
Luke Stoll. of Orville. Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana
at Conklm

959A.M
A concrete deer, valued at
$100. was reported stolen within
the 800 block of Klotz Road
Previously, a concrete duck was
stolen from the same residence
sometime before Thanksc/

11:06 P.M.
Six pairs of jeans were repoiivd
stolen from Quick Clean Laundry.

1154 P.M.
Wayne Waterfield. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana at the Union.

THURS..DEC9
227 A.M.
Anthony F Jannazo. 21, and
Lucas C Pitsenbargei. 21, both
of Oregon. Ohio, were ciled for
theft after taking a stool n
table from a bai within the 200
block of N Mam St

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct ill factUd
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 410-372-6966.
■nloilhe

ONLINE:
complete blotter list
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via Facebook.
Manning said.
"The funny thing with old
After he finished writing
friends is those time gaps
"Nightmare Wirkl," he began
From Page 1
seem to be erased, and you
writing a how-to coliunn
go right back to where you
titled "Write or Wrong" at
about a nmthor with superwere," Cummer said.
www.newsiirania.com about
natural powen. He said
Manning studied English
his experience becoming a
witliin tlu1 first five pages of
and graduated from the
comic book writer. I le said
the sti ire the mother's "secret
University in 1997.1 le evenhe's written 58 columns so
identity is revealed when she
tually returned to obtain
is forced to reveal it while sav- far, and he still writes for the
two master's degrees.
website.
ing hei young daughter from
Pat Pauken. vice provost
The Bti News was the first
a car accident." ('liilil services
for governance and faculty
place to publish his work
takes away the daughter out
relations, taught one of
in the mid-1990s. He had
i >) tear that she is in danger
Manning's earliest classes
with her mother.
no journalism background
mid never took a journalism when he was in gradu' \ightm;uc\Vnrld" was
course. I le ended up being a ate school. Pauken said
\ lannings first < >nlinc comic
Manning's creativity "shined
music columnist and wrote
thai was updated from 2002
ti 12006.1 le s^lid it's a series
stories about local and visit- when he had to do major
ing bands for two and a half writing assignments."
i >l 52, liglit-page stories that
"I le knows how to create
people can read for free. Each years for the newspaper.
a story," Pauken said, "liven
"It was a really positive
story can stand i>n its nun
if he didn't write it, he can
experience and helped me
lint the i ivcrall plot is about
bring himself into it."
find my voice," Manning
"Lucifer awakening Cthulhu
Manning was one of
said.
in start the Armageddon"
Pauken's students when he
lim Cummer, former
[he comic is more than
first began teaching at the
mvner of Madhatter Music
•100 pages, and he worked
University. They have kept
Company in Howling
with more thiui 35 artists .is
in touch ever since.
he doesn't draw the art for his (Jreen, said Manning was a
"There's energy inside of
frequent visitor during the
comics, II nise artists were
him just bursting," Pauken
1990s when he was writing
from Kansas, Pennsylvania.
said.
music pieces for The BG
(Iroatia, Ireland, < anada and
Manning said he didn't
News.
other locations around die
start reading comics until
"()ne of the things about
world.
he was i:i years old, but
In 20011. ;i blanch of Image
having a small business
he's always had an interis you gel to know your
t jimics called Shadowline
est in writing, Edgar Allan
picked tip "Nightmare World." customers really well,"
Poe, Steven King and /Man
I he series ran online at www. Cummer said. "He was
Moore are some of his
snadowUnecomics.com from always interested in music,
influences.
so that was the common
2008 to 2010.
"What fascinated me was
denominator."
During the early 2000s,
\ [arming wi irked as a music
(Summer said Manning how Ihey were like a movie
without a budget," he said.
used to talk to him about
journalist and wrote for
"You could do anything.
comic hook writing, and
newspapers and magazines
There's ways you can tell
Cummer has read parts
in Northwest Ohio, lie evenstories in comic books
of "Nightmare World."
tually entered comic book
using words and pictures,
After dimmer sold the
journalism after working as
store, he still got together and juxtaposing them in
,i music journalist for many
different ways."
with Manning about
years,
Manning said he knows
once a month until both
I realized I had been
many of his readers through
their careers became
swot I|HII up in music jourmessage boards and
time consuming.
nalism for so long thai I was
I'acebook, and this is also
Cummer moved to
getting away from what I realhow he keeps up with some
Scortsdale, Ariz... and he
i\ wanted to do, which was
of his friends from the past.
said he was able to gel in
writing my own stories using
touch with Manning again
comic books as a medium,-
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From Page 1

Even though she is no longer
on the board for the shelter,
she still takes time to volunteer

there.
As a co-founder, Kruegcr
slid the shelter celebrating
its fifth anniversary is "really
gratifying."
"It has definitely saved women's lives, I can say that for sure,"
Bennett said.
And according to Gossick,
Cocoon will continue to save
lives.
Five years is a big milestone
for Wood County's only shelter

POLICE
From Page 1

be more delighted with her
appointment at Bowling
Green."
"From the beginning she
showed a lot of potential and
made it clear she wanted to
advance in her career," he said.
"Most of her career is still ahead
of her, and 1 have no doubt
she will be one of the most
outstanding police chiefs in the
country."
Moll's credentials and passion for professional policing
made her an excellent candidate for the I Iniversity's i ipen
position. Peach said.
"She has great interpersonal
skills and is a person who
pursues moral ;uid ethical
decision milking" he said. "It's
great dial she's getting tilis
experience working in an
upper administrative position."
I teach was part (if the
University's seanh committee that selected Moll out of
til applicants in mid-October,
headed by Marsha Serio,
employment and employee
relations manager, and Sean

for victims of domestic violence, however, the Cocoon
isn't quitting now.
"Wfe are going to continue
serving victims of abuse and
their children in out county,
and we're trying to strengthen
our services," t fossick said.
The Cocoon Shelter does
11 ii 1111.11 M i ii| to pay for their
annual costs, and all the money
raised at the event on Tuesday
will go to the shelter. The event
is not black-tie, however, it will
be a little dressy, (fossick said
Attending the event Tuesday
evening will give Yvbod County
residents a chance to celebrate
the iuiniversary and support
the Cocoon Shelter.

Fitztierald, general counsel.
The committee began its
search in lune and included 12
representatives from different
branches of the University.
"As a result from all of the
interview processes, the
overwhelming response we
got from the committee was
that Monica would be the best
candidate for BGSU," Serio
said. "She's creative, open
and energetic and I think that
she will take our public safety
department to a new level."
As the University Police
transition into the College Park
Office Building next semester.
Moll said she will adjust to the
new environment and then
assess what her next steps will
be for the department.
"I'll probably spend the
semester evaluating what we
have now and deciding what
works and what isn't working,"
she slid. "You don't make
changes when things are
going well. So I need to meet
each and every employee
and discuss what it is they
want, and what we need to
do to take us to the next step
of professionalism."

Ohio gov-elect wants to relax wage, prison rules

SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

rt

annual
By JuKcCarr Smyth

Sing a Burrito Song this
Thurs-Sat Irom 1am-3am
and get a Big Burrito lor $1

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS—Republican

M SO
Enter your Burrito song video on our Facebook
Winner gets $100 cash give-away!

419-906-4727
Open Daily
11 a m - 3 a m

melts|n
your mouth
fender steak

FRI-.K Deliver) for whole campus
BUl-Cash Credit Card Friend!}
Now Hiring ill minions meal liiciuati- llenllle noun

BIG BURRITOS
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BG1-Cash-Credit Card
Buy one Burrito for $5,
recieve 2nd Burrito for 1$
(lencjer steak or cruckon)
Speedy 8J" to • ~?r E. .
•
S06- *727
1 MMMC "i Cop) (liiv (. uixJ
jii»«d fi» Xi\ I «■« jupci Hid nnwy

M

Gov.-elect John Kasicb said
Thursday he's pursuing
obvious but politically dicey
ways to save Ohio money,
including taking on public
employee unions and diverting non-violent criminals
from state prisons.
Kasich made wide-ranging
remarks on how he'll tackle a
looming $H billion budget gap
at an event to announce his
nominee for tax commissioner former Franklin County
Auditor loe Testa.
Kasich said "low-hanging
fruit" like union protections
iind prison reforms should
have been plucked long ago to
curb ((liiii's tax burden.

I le said he opposes paying
unit in-scide prevailing wages
on public job sites, doesn't
think public employees should
have the right to strike and
opposes using binding arbitration to resolve contract disputes involving police officers
and firefighters.
"We'll come up with a
series of changes, hut binding arbitration is not acceptable." Kasich said. "You are
forcing increased nixes on
taxpayers with them having
no say by people who come
from a faraway place and
have no accountability to the
taxpayers."
Jay McDonald, president of
the Pratema! (Met of PoBce of
Ohio, said Ohio's binding arbitration law took effect in 1984
as an alternative to settling

"I don't think we want to contract out
the rape investigation of our neighbor to
the lowest bidder."
Jay McDonald | Ftaternal Order of Poke

police, lire and prison guard
labor disputes through strikes.
He said arbitrators side with
employers "on a very regular
basis."
"Certainly, arbitrators are
very well aware of what today's
economy is and are they're not
awarding benefits that are1 out
of reach of employers," he said.
He acknowledged that public safety forces can be costly

for taxpayers.
"It costs money to find
somebody to face the threat

of gunfire, it costs money to
find somebody to mn into a
building that's on fire." he said.
"I don't dunk we want to contract out the rape investigation
of OUT neighbor to the lowest
bidder."
Stephen l/mmis, president of the Geveland Police
Patrolmen)) Association that
represents 1,500 police officers,
detectives and dispatchers,
said binding arbitration allows
police to air their grievances
-ii ul still keep the public safe.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Management Inc.

STOP
by our office &

Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
No more then 3 Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$7607mo(12/mo)

pick up the
New Listingsl

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
■ We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
■ In most cans, furnished and untarnished arc the same price.
1
In most cases, water, sewer, and Irash are included.
> Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.' i'i K. Monster Street Buttling Greta, till
Located Across from Tuco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-22611
Hours- Moada) to Frith) - 8l30 to 5:.W • Saturdut - H:MI to 5:0(1
tvutt.juhnnett lutcrealeslule.com

(419) 353-5800
www.meccabg.com

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2011
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CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.

K

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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NATION BRIEFS
Jury deliberates in
Smart kidnapping
case

Jury convicts three
officers in post
Katrina death

Teen charged in
parents murder in
southwest Fla.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- A

NEW ORLEANS (AP)-A

NAPLES Fia (AP) - A 14-

MOUNT BALDY VILLAGE.

jury on Thursday began deliberat-

federal jury on Thursday convict-

year-old m southwest Florida has

Calif (AP) - Los Angeles County

ing ihn fate ol a nomadic street

ed three current or former New

been charged with two counts of

officials have retrieved the body

preacher charged with the 2002

Orleans police officers but acquit

second-degree murder after his

of a woman who apparently

kidnapping of Elizabeth Smart,

ted two others in the death of a

parents were found dead in their

died in a tail on an icy Southern

alter hearing federal prosecutors

man during HuliKane Katnna's

bedroom.

California mountainside

call him a "predatory chameleon"

chaotic aftermath.

and defense lawyers say he's too
delusional to be convicted

The Collier County Sheriffs
Office identified the teen as

(KAT-dis) says a helicopter

Alexander Crain. The victims were

recovered the body of 49-year-

David Warren of manslaughter in

40-year-old Thomas Cram and

old Michelle Yu from Mount Baldy

disputed even attorneys lor Brian

the shooting death of 31-year-old

39-year-old Kelly Cram. Deputies

on Thursday morning.

David Mitchell say there's no

Henry Glover outside a strip mall

have recovered the weapon they

question their client kidnapped

on Sept 2.2005

believe was used in the shooting

Los Angeles She was an experi-

The teen is being held in the

enced hiker who failed to return

The facts of the case aren't

Smart from her Utah bedroom

The jury also convicted Officer

when she was 14 and raped her

Gregory McRae of burning

Collier County Juvenile Detention

until she was found months later

Glover's body in a car. Lt Dwayne

Center Prosecutors will deter-

Scheuermann was acquitted of

mine whether he'll be charged as

that charge.

an adult

walking a suburban street with
Mitchell and his now-estranged
wife. Wanda Barzee.
But attorney Robert Steele

Lt. Travis McCabe was con-

The sheriff's office says the

TUCSON. Ariz (AP)-A for-

Two accused of NY
subway station
hate attack on
imam
NEW YORK (AP)-Two men

mer beauty queen and University

attacked a Muslim religious leader

of Arizona law school student

m a hate-fueled assault in a sub-

accused of orchestrating the

way station, with one hurling slurs
I ;>rosoculors and

kidnapping and torturing of her

Coroner's Capt. John Kades

five men convicted former officer

The jury of seven women and

Former Miss
Arizona gets
prison for kidnap
plot

Hiker's body
recovered from icy
Calif, mountain

ex-boyfriend is going to prison
Pima County prosecutors say

incident was a fight spurred by an

sentenced Thursday to two years

Hccidentai bump, not bias

Yu lived in the Venice area of

She pleaded guilty last year

Kades says an autopsy will

Eddie Crespo. an officer with
a transportation police force, and

to conspiracy to commit kidnap

friend Albct Melendez weie

ping and aggravated assault as

charged Thursday with robbery

part ol a plea agreement that

and assault, both as hate crimes.

stipulated the prison sentence

confirm the cause of death but it

But defense lawyers said the

28-year-old Kumart Fulbnght was

m prison and six years probation

from a day trip Saturday

Muslim advocates said 1 h

The allegations rapidly sound-

The Arizona Daily Star says it was

ed alarms from Muslim advocates,

appears she fell up to 1.000 feet

up to a judge to decide how long

who added the incident to what

from a trail.

Fulbnght would be on probation

they say is a spike in anti-Muslim

after she's released.

violence this year But awyi I

victed of writing a false report on

parents were found fatally shot

told jurors Thursday that

the shooting Former Lt Robert

in their Naples home Thursday

Mitchell's actions were colored

Wednesday in an icy. snowy area

Italiano was cleared of that charge.

morning. A motive has not been

called Fish Forks nearly 8.000

arrested m December 2007 after

miscast a straightforward dispute

released.

feet up the mountain However.

the ex-boyfriend told police hed

as a hate crime

by long-standing delusional
A total of 20 current or former

beliefs and that the jury should

New Orleans police officers

find him not guilty by reason of
insanity, sending him to a mental
institution

for the men said authorities had

it was too icy and slippery and

been tied up and kept captive

Alexander is the youngest of the

treacherous to bnng out her body

for eight to 10 hours, robbed and

racially motivated attack Judge,

series of Justice Department civil

couples three sons.

j. ground

tortured

these are trumped-up charges.

Neighbor Kimberly West says

Coroner's officials confirmed

of Glovers death was the first of

of the crime, or find him not

Fulbnght and three men were

have been charged this year in a
rights investigations. The probe

Jurors also could convict him

Her body was discovered

Fulbnght competed in the Miss

Yu s identity Thursday

Anzona contest and was named

those cases to be tried.

guilty They will keep deliberating

Miss Pima County in 2005 and

Thursday until the judge sends

Miss Desert Sun in 2006

"This was certainly not a

Melendez's lawyer Angel Soto
said at his client's arraign
The Council en Amc
Islamic Relations said the victim

them home for the night, or they

was an imam but declined to

reach a verdict.

identify him

Virginia Tech violated federal law during campus shootings
U.S. Department of Education said university could face fines, possible loss of financial aid for not notifiying students sooner
By Dana Pottci
The Associated Press

RICI1M0ND. Va. — Federal
education officials have rejected Virginia Tech's arguments
that its response to a deadly
2007 shooting rampage at
the campus met standards in
place at the time, echoing pre

sinus findings that the university broke the law and should
Defined.
The U.S Department of
Education found in lanuary
that Virginia Tech violated
federal law by waiting loo
long to notify students during
the deadliest mass shooling
in modern U.S. history. But

I he agency gave the school a
chance to respond to the finding in its preliminary report.
The school disputed the
findings and said it had
improved campus safety since
the April 16, 2007, shoutings
that left 33 dead, in Thursday's
final report, the department
commended the school for the

we iivea at
Copper Beech...

changes but rebuffed arguments that it acted appropriately after student Seung-Hui
Cho shot and killed two students in a dormitory early that
day.
"While Virginia Tech's commitment to improved timely
warning policies and procedures will hopefully make the

university a safer place going
forward, corrective actions
do not diminish the serious
uess of the violations," the
department said.
School officials won't lace
criminal charges for breaking
the law. the department said.
Virginia lech spokesman
I any 1 lincker said the school

likely will appeal il it i- sanctioned
Ihe school could be fined up
to $55X100 and could lace the

loss of federal student financial
aid
However, an expert on the
federal law that requires notification ol danger — known
as the (lery Act — said loss ol
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"You have to be prepared for the worst case scenario, yet still be very good at
operating even when those things usually aren't happening. - University Police Chief
and Director of Public Safety Monica Moll on policing on campus [see story, pg. 1].
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How are you going to celebrate the end of the semester?

"Go home and

"I plan on partying

"Eat food, sleep

relax"

for the end of the

and spend time

semester"

with my family."

JACKSON
HAYZLETT.
Freshman.
AYA MAth

MELINDA
ALAURER.
Freshman.
Graphic Design.
Apparel Merchandise

TOMMY
GEORGE.
freshman.
Undecided

College News Networi

mechanism."
We .ill have skeletons in our
proverbial closets. Hut until
this new age of sophisticated
technological informationgathering, we were all fairly
certain these personal collections would not be probed.
Buy, were we wrong.
I hough it may serin unfair
to 1 legrudge < inline companies
lot accessing and tapping the
same information we give out
so freely, the average online
consumer lias the right to a
certain degree of privacy. If I
do not have a record of my
own Internet browsing history,
it does not seem filling for a

business to have il —let alone

A baby step proffered by the
Digital Advertising Alliance
last week is yet another sell
regulating program for advertisers, bin this nne allows for
the location of cookies in a
device that might otherwise
track information. Naturally,
this issue is already stirring
right-wing accusations that
that Washington will inevitably "mandate technology" or
track the online advertisers
themselves.
These claims could never
gather the political muster
net essary to pass through
Congress And as of now. any
advancement made in the

know my lacehook identi- War on Tracking remains a
fication number, my e-mail long way off (politically and
address and my location in the technologically).
If no regulations or legislaworld to sell for profit
lhal'swhya "Do Not h.nk tion are passed, though, this
measure regulating the col- information space race will
In nun iii a person's web his- only intensify
tory would be so beneficial to
And unfortunately, the
consumers. I he Federal [rade problem is not confined to
( iinunission-backed option America. Multilateral efforts
could force online advertisers will be necessary to enact
and data miners to actually truly binding measures on
Internet advertisers and datarespect personal privacy,
II appears Internet users are miners worldwide. Given that
clamoring I'm this increased
lacehook cannot even manprivacy control, A study con- age to keep questionable mid
ducted by the public interest
die-age Nicaraguan men from
croup Consumer Watchdog attempting to "friend"' me, this
this summer found 84 percent sounds like a job thai will keep
nl Anienc,ins lawn Ihcerc.ilii >n the United Nations busy for

ofaDoNcK [rack mechanism

decades to come.

I here are two sides to this
Nothing yet delineates what
coin: While the idea of forever is public forum'" versus "pribiding embarrassing searches vate space" on the web, as in
oi playing down ones pen- American judicial law. future
i haul lor viewing images of politicians won't stand a
».it-- in sweaters is tempting. chance in the media limethere is also the distinct possl light, assuming the searches
hility that a "reverse globaliza- or messages associated with
tion' oliheuvb will occur.
their teenage selves perpetuLinking myriad online ally haunt them. As we have
.ic 11 units, your favorite blogs or recently seen, even foreign and
shopping sites to your email, American diplomats are easily
even a running ticker of news implicated by what they have
\ i HI hand-select—the web has said anil done online.
Income an all-inclusive backIn the meantime, we will
si, Ige pass into the daily lives ol suffer through the creepily
tailored ads in the sidebars,
anj and everyone.
Until now. the FTC "has the irritating "Which ad
opted for an industry self-regu- experience would you prelation approach," said Lyombe fer?" prompts on I lulu and
l.ko. a University of Iowa asso- the awkward friend requests,
ciate professor of journalism liul if you're looking to bury
and media law.
your online persona, don't be
But be said, "some critics fooled: your closet is the first
would prefer a stronger gov- place they'll look.

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The

nmJh

on points. Each dieter was
given an allowance of points
each tlav. as well as a few
weekly points, which they
could apply to whatever food
they wished. Bach food's

Personal privacy legislation is still years away
ernment role in the protection of privacy, ibiough a sort
of regulated sell-regulaiion'

k

"Studying."

CODY

Street7 Oi a suggestion for

ORAHOSKE.

a question' Give us your

Freshman.
Physics Chemistry

feedback at bgviews.com

Weight Watchers changes its point system

Companies track
information on Internet
Kirsttn Jacobson
Th« Daily lowan
Iowa State University
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point value could be deterIf you have hoard of a dieting fad in your lifetime, you
have probably heard about
Weight Watchers. This diet,
basetl around a point system,
transformed itself during the
90s from a tempi wary lad into
a dieting empire thai argu
ably has outdone Such com
pelilors as Jenny Craig. Now
Weight Watchers is attempting to outdo itself, his! week.
Weight Watchers changed its
dieting system for the first
time in over a decade.
The original Weight
Watchers system was based

mined based on the amounl
of calories, fal and fiber it
contained.
While a point system is
still the base of the Weight
Watchers system, it has
changed dramatically. The
total number of points
allowed has increased.
However, the point value of
many foods has changed as
well. The point system now
takes into account not only
calories, fat and libel, but also

carbohydrates and protein.
I've been aware of the
Weight Watchers diet for

a while now antl have had day on chocolate cake, but
several family members don't go over their point value,
and friends iry It like many I hey have somehow eaten
fad diets, they would lose "healthy.''
This new system makes
weight for a few months,
reach a stagnant point and individuals even more aware
then eventually quit the diet. of their choices. The switch
However, unlike many of the to including protein and cardiets I have seen people try, bohydrates into the equation
they would often return to the clearly aims the user towards
a more balanced, maintaindiet later.
Weight Watchers has some able diet. This is the factor
unique characteristics that that is missing in most fad
sets it aparl from many other diets.
mainstream diets. It doesn'l
So thank you Weight
tell you to eat certain foods Watchers for bringing a lit and lo avoid others. Rather, it lie bit more of reality to the
makes the individuals respon- dieting industry. While you
are not perfect, you are cersible for their own choices.
Unfortunately, ihis did nol tainly a belter choice than
always work out in the past, the Atkins diet!
and the point system will still
Respond to Anthony at
allow si nne to feel that if they
tlwnetfS<PI>giiews.com
spend all their points for the
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CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for
more people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

Contact us at thebgnews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
r
.tory? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at ttenevvs@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
piqe

THE BC NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories Irom the
paper and online entras.
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog lor the latest in B6
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
TETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be lever than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns aie printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letteis to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(cr venhcation purposes Personal
attacks, unverilied information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News
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WORLD BRIEFS
Haiti officials to
re-count disputed
election

Russian 'spy'
challenges
deportation from

PORT-AU-PRINCE. HaitiHaiti s electoral council will
re-count the vote in the country's
disputed election in view of
election monitors and potentially
the three leading candidates
themselves, the council president
said Thursday.

UK

The decision follows noting
sparked by the announcement
that government-backed candidate Jude Celestin and former
first lady Mirlande Manigat were
poised to enter a January runoff,
while entertainer Michel "Sweet
Micky" Martelfy had apparently
been narrowly eliminated.
Council president Gaillot
Dorsainvil read a statement on
Haitian radio saying that tally
sheets would be re-counted with
international observers and electoral officials.
"Given the evident dissatisfaction of many voters, protests
and violence that followed the
publication of preliminary results."
the Provisional Electoral Council
has decided to start a re-count
immediately, he said.

- Jonathan M.Katz(AP)
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Students attack
Prince Charles' car
after fee hike

Anti-China
protests in Oslo
over Nobel peace
prize

LONDON-Lawyersfor
a Russian woman detained in
Britain on suspicion of spying
challenged her deportation order
Thursday, claiming she was the
innocent victim of a bungled
secret service operation.

LONDON (AP)-In Bntains
worst political violence in years,
furious student protesters
rained sticks and rocks on riot
police, vandalized government
buildings and attacked a car
carrying Prince Charles and his
wife. Camilla, after lawmakers
approved a controversial hike in
university tuition fees.

OSLO. Norway - Pro-democracy advocates marched on the
Chinese embassy in Oslo on
Thursday, demanding that China
release imprisoned Nobel Peace
Prize winner Liu Xiaobo.
Chanting "Freedom to Liul
Freedom for China!" about 100
protesters tried to deliver a petition with more than 100,000
signatures urging the dissident's
release from a Chinese prison
before being diverted by police
away from the embassy gates.

Ekaterina Zatuliveter. who
worked as an assistant to governing Liberal Democrat lawmaker
Mike Hancock, was detained
last week pending deportation
to Russia.
Hancock's office said the
25-year-old was arrested on the
ground that her presence in
Britain "was not conducive to the
public good."

Demonstrators set upon the
heir to the throne's limousine as
it drove through London's West
End shopping and entertainment
hub Protesters who had been
running amok and smashing
shop windows kicked and threw
paint at the car, which sped off.

The protest came on the eve
of the Nobel prize ceremony,
where the 54-year-old Liu will be
represented by an empty chair.
Friday will be the first time the
peace prize will not be handed
out since 1956. when Adolf Hitler
prevented German pacifist Carl
von Ossietzky from accepting
the award.

Zatuliveter denies any wrongdoing.
MI5. Britain's domestic intelligence service, has the job
of "protecting the security of
this country and I respect that."
Zatuliveter said in a statement
released by her lawyers.

Charles' office. Clarence
House, confirmed the attack but
said "their royal highnesses are
unharmed."
Police said it was unclear
whether the royals had been
deliberately targeted, or were
simply in the wrong place at the
wrong time.

Liu. a literary critic and
democracy activist, is serving an
11-year sentence on subversion
charges brought after he coauthored a bold call for sweeping
changes to Beijing's one-party
communist political system.

"I fully cooperated with them
when they questioned me. I have
nothing to hide and was only
doing my job as a parliamentary
researcher." she said.

The couple arrived looking composed at the London
Palladium theater, where they
were attending a Royal Variety
Performance Their Rolls Royce
limousine was left with a badly
cracked rear window and was
spattered with paint.

- Christopher Bodeen and
Matti Huuhtanen (AP)

- Sylvia Hui(AP)
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No clear
successor should
Abbas leave the
stage
RAMALLAH. West Bank
(AP) - Washington's Mideast
peace efforts are in trouble as
it is. but an additional complication is often overlooked. Should
76-year-old Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, a heavy smoker prone to threats of resignation,
leave office, theres no designated successor and no agreement
on how to choose one
Having a Palestinian leader
opposed to violence is key to U.S.
policy in the region, and Abbas
has filled that role for the past
si» years. A turbulent transition
could seriously weaken any new
leader.
The issue of succession is so
sensitive it's rarely discussed
openly by the Palestinian elite,
and Abbas is touchy about it
WhenaUS newspaper wrote
about the leadership ambitions
of key players in his Fatah movement, the official Palestinian
news agency ran a scathing
statement directed at one of
those mentioned in the article,
former Palestinian envoy to the
UN. Nasser al-Qidwa.

Chile debates
prison changes
after deadly fire
SANTIAGO Chile-Chilean
President Sebastian Pinera
announced a multimillion-dollar
plan Thursday to improve conditions for the countrys prisoners
after 81 inmates were killed by
fire in severely crowded cells
The $460 million. 15-point
program includes purchasing
prefabricated cement modular
prisons for minimum-security
inmates to help reduce overcrowding. Currently. 53.000
inmates are housed in a prison
system built for 32.000.
The new jails would reduce the
population by 10.000 - but the
jails would still contain 11.000
more inmates than they are
built for
Pinera did not elaborate
on other parts of the plan. His
announcement came as officials
continued the slow process of
identifying the bodies of inmates
killed in the blaze that broke
out early Wednesday in the San
Miguel prison, a facility for 700
that housed 1.900 inmates

- Fedenco Quilodran (AP)

Gunmen torch stolen cars to blockade Mexican city
Second blockade in less than a month follows closely after a shootout that killed three, La Familia cartel suspected of involvement
By Gustavo Ruiz

Michoacan is a stronghold
of La Familia cartel, which is
known for beheadings and
MOREL1A, Mexico—Gunmen brash attacks against governblockaded a western Mexican ment security forces. It was
city Thursday with cars and the second time in less than
buses they stole from motor- a month that gunmen have
ists and then torched in a blocked roads leading into
second day of violence for the Morelia, thestate's picturesque
region that has left at least colonial capital.
three people dead, including
The blockades came a day
an 8-month-old baby.
after three people were killed
The gunmen arrived at all in a shootout between suspectfive roads leading into Morelia ed La Familia gunmen and
and fired into the air to force federal police in Apatzingan,
drivers and passengers from another city in the state.
their vehicles, said Jonathan
It was unclear if the blockArrendondo, a spokesman for ades and shootout were
the attorney general's office of related.
Michoacan state, where the
One of those killed was an 8city is located.
month-old baby who was ridAn Associated Press reporter ing in a taxi with his mother,
saw a 75-year-old man being the attorney general's office
treated for a bullet wound said in a statement Wednesday
to the leg at one of the entry night. The other was the teenpoints. Witnesses said the man age daughter of a former
had been a passenger on a bus Apatzingan mayor, state police
and was struck by the bullet as investigator Luis Mendez told
Milenio television Thursday.
he tried to flee.
Such blockades have The giri was also riding in a car
become a common cartel caught in the crossfire and was
tactic in Mexico's raging drug not deliberately targeted.
war.
A police officer was also
The practice started ear- killed, the federal Publiclier this year in northeastern Safety Department said in a
Mexico, where the Gulf and statement Thursday.
Zetas drug gangs are locked in
The shootout began when
a fierce turf war, and recently federal police investigating
spread to Michoacan, home a tip about the presence of
state of President l-'elipe armed men came under fire
Qdderon.
from suspected La Familia
The Associated Press

gunmen, the statement said.
Another group of gunmen
fired on civilian vehicles and
used the cars as barricades, but
it was unclear if the cars were
those in which the baby and
teenager were riding The federal police statement did not
mention the civilian deaths.
Mendez, the state police
investigator, said authorities
were trying to determine
whether police or cartel gunmen fired the bullets that
killed the minors.
The
Public
Safety
Department statement said
a third group of gunmen
ambushed another federal
police unit trying to come
to the aid of their colleagues.
The gunmen blocked a highway leading into Apatzingan
to prevent the police from
advancing.
The emergence of blockades in Michoacan have
coincided with the arrest
of several key La Familia
leaders.
One of those suspects,
Sergio Moreno Godinez, said
under police interrogation
last month that the cartel
is in decline. He confirmed
the authenticity of a letter,
e-mailed to journalists and
dropped on the streets of several towns, saying the cartel
wants to disband and negotiate a truce with authorities.
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The government has ignored
the offer.
La Familia, which officials
say is Mexico's main trafficker of n Hhamphetamine,
captured nationwide attention in 2006 by rolling severed heads onto a disco floor
in the city of Uruapan.
Shortly
afterward,
Calderon sent thousands
of federal troops and police
into Michoacan.
He has since deployed
thousands more to other

n
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cartel strongholds in Mexico, that Gomez, alias "La Tuta,"
and drug gang violence has was paid about $4,000 during
surged, claiming more than the first three months of the
28.000 lives.
year for teaching at Melchor
On Thursday, reports Ocampo Elementary School.
emerged that reputed La
But
the
Education
Familia leader Servando Department, responding to
Gomez appears on the a report on the documents
Mexican government's pay- in El Universal newspaper,
roll as an elementary school said in a statement that payteacher in Arteaga, a rural ments to Gomez have been
town in Michoacan.
suspended since lune 2009,
Payroll
documents when the department conposted on the Education ducted "a thorough review of
Department's website show its payroll."

16

mo.

i Restrictions Apply. Photo 10 required.
I
Expires 12/31/2010
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Prochaska breaks free-throw record as BG holds off Western Kentucky
The BG News Sports Staff

Tracy Pontius scored a game-high
24 points and Lauren Prochaska
added 18 points and nine
rebounds as the BG women's basketball team avoided the upset,
knocking off Western Kentucky
72-68 Thursday night.
The Falcons, who were
upset in the season-opener at
Fvansville. were able to hold off
the llilltoppersto win their ninth
consecutive game to improve to
9-1 on the season.
BG took a 35-28 lead into the
half but WKU battled back, taking a 66-6-1 lead with a minute
left in the game.
Tied 66-fifi after a Prochaska
layup, the Falcons went on 6-2
run to close out the game behind
four free throws from Pontius.
The Ililltoppers were led a trio
for double-digit scorers, including l.aTeira Owens, Arnika Brown
and Amy McNear. who scored 18,

Lauren
Prochaska
Has made 67 straight
free throws, an NCAA
Division I record

1-1 and 11 points, respectively.
Pontius
and
Prochaska
accounted for 42 of BG's points,
while Maggie llennegan and ]en
Uhl added nine points apiece.
Six of Prochaska's 18 points
came at the free-throw line and
has now made 67 consecutive
free throws, breaking the NCAA
Division I record.
Prochaska surpassed Ginny
(ioyle. who made 66 consecutive free throws for Richmond in
1991-92.
The Falcons will look to make
it 10 wins in a row Saturday when
they travel to Clarksville, Tenn.
to take on Austin Peay. Tipoff is
TURNING THE CORNER: Tracy Ponous attempts to drive past a Vanderbilt defender last week Pontius had a game-high 25 points Thursday
at 5:15 p.m. CT.

Falcon men
have positive
outlook host
FIU on Sunday
By Paul B.irncy
Sports Editor

this year."
The Falcons have also had some
struggles this season, especially
with scoring goals in conference
games.
The team has scored 19 goals in
12 CCHA games — 1.58 per game.
Conversely, in six non-conference
games, the Falcons are scoring 3.17
goals per game.
Because of this, BG will once
again rely on its two goaltenders
to be solid, as both are coming
off of strong starts against I,ake
Superior.
On Friday night, Nick Eno
stopped 26 of 27 shots, and Andrew
Hammond followed that up by

BCi men's basketball coach Louis
Orr isn't quite ready to write this
season off.
He's never heard of a season
ending in nine games and realizes
there's a lot of basketball left to be
played.
"The season's a marathon," the
coach always says, and taking it
one game at a time has always
been his motto.
"We play one game at a time," Orr
said Wednesday after the Falcons'
comeback attempt against
Western Kentucky fell short. "We
just have to learn from every game.
We'll get there; we just have to
keep persevering."
The Falcons are 1-8 this season
and are riding a seven-game losing
streak.
Their shooting woes continue,
and their starting lineups aren't
necessarily in tack, but the one
thing they have going for them,
according to Orr, is that their
courage is starting to come out.
Against Western Kentucky, BG
saw itself down by as many as 17
points in the second half but was
able to cut the deficit to two before
eventually losing by seven.
For at least the last 10 minutes
of the game, Orr saw his team
with a fighting mentality that he
hasn't seen a whole lot of this
season, but he is starting to see
the guys have the courage to try
to make plays.
"It was good to get in the fire," Orr
said. "It was good to have a chance
at the end of the game to win."
Orr and the Falcons will look to
continue that fire Sunday, when
they host Isiah Thomas and Florida
International at 2 p.m.
To continue that fire, however,
Orr said he needs to see consistent
contributions from everyone on
the floor.
Orr isn't a fan of changing the
lineup as much as he's had to this
season, and he hopes to see more
consistent play on the court so he
doesn't have to, but he has to see
it first.

See HOCKEY | Page 7

See HOOPS | Page 7
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CHASE FOR THE PUCK: Nathan Pageau battles for the pud with Miami defenseman Steven Spmell earlier m the season.

Falcons host Ohio State in weekend
series for last homestand of 2010
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

With the fall semester coming to a
close, the BG hockey team will play
its last Central Collegiate Hockey
Association series of 2010 starting
tonight against Ohio State.
The weekend series offers the
Falcons (6-10-2. 2-8-2 CCHA) a
chance to pull themselves out of
the basement in the conference
standings, as they trail the Buckeyes
— who are ninth in the CCFIA — by
three points.
"I think they've been a little bit
of an up-and-down team so far
this season." said BG coach Chris
Bergeron. "If last weekend is any
indication, I expect as talented of a
team as we've played this season, in

FACEBOOK

terms of on paper."
The Buckeyes are coming off a
split with Michigan, winning in
overtime on Friday night and giving
up a third period lead to lose 2-1 on
Saturday.
For BG, it picked up two points
in the standings last weekend, with
a pair of shootout losses to Lake
Superior.
With the talent level of Ohio State,
the Falcons will look to control their
turnovers to minimize Ohio State's
odd-man rush opportunities.
"We have to be strong with the
puck and make their defensemen
defend by challenging them and
chipping pucks to lopenl space,"
Bergeron said.
The Falcons have not had recent
success against their in-state rivals,

as they are riding a seven-game losing streak against the Buckeyes.
The last time BG beat Ohio State
was on Feb. 1, 2008 by a 5-2 score.
Since that game, the Buckeyes have
outscored BG 39-20 in those seven
meetings.
I lowever. this season's Ohio State
team has struggled in their first season under coach Mark Osiecki.
The Buckeyes are 3-6-1 in conference play, and they have been
outscored 30-23 in those games.
"I have a lot of respect for Mark
Osiecki; 1 know that he has a similar
gameplan that we do coming in here
with a new staff and trying to raise
expectations and so on," Bergeron
said. "Ohio State has always been
a very talented team, especially up
front, and 1 think that they are again
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Weather not a factor or Browns
in Sundays matchup at Buffalo
By Tom With.r.
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio — The weather
forecast for Sunday in Buffalo
calls for rain turning to freezing rain turning to snow with
winds gusting to 30 mph.
Ideal, comfortable conditions for penguins and polar
bears. And, it seems, the
< :leveland Hrrr-owns.
When the outside temperature plunges, these lirowns
only heat up. Cleveland
ended last season by winning its final four games,
which were all played in
frigid, frostbiting conditions.
Unless things warm up
dramatically over the next
few weeks, the Browns, who
visit Buffalo and Cincinnati
before hosting Baltimore and
Pittsburgh, are gearing up for
a frozen finish.
Coach I-ric Mangini isn't
complaining.
"I really do love this
weather," he said Thursday.
"It's great football weather
and 1 think if you know how
to play in it. and it doesn't
become a factor and it

doesn't affect any part of
"Our team is built for it. We have a
our game, then it becomes
a real advantage, but you power running team, a big running back,
have to get used to it."
big physical offensive line. This is the
The Browns (5-7) had the
snow shoveled off their practype of weather you would think we
tice fields and have spent the
week preparing outdoors,
would thrive in."
hoping to simulate what
they'll face this week when
Joe Thomas Browns' offensive In
they visit the Bills (2-lt)). who,
like their Lake Erie counterparts, know a thing or two
The biting cold suits the less hours during the week
about playing in inclement Browns.
drawing up detailed game
weather.
"Our team is buih for it," said plans and planning for every
For most of the Browns, the Pro Bowl tackle |oe Thomas. possibility.
cold is nothing new. Not for "We have a power running
There isn't much they can
all of them, though.
team, a big running back, big do when the wind comes
"Man, it was cold in t trcgoii, physical offensive line. This whipping through the stabut nothing like this." rookie is the type of weather you dium. Mangini said wind
safety TJ. Ward said as he sift- would think we would thrive- may be the toughest extered through his locker look- in."
nal element to handle.
In the nasty weather, the
ing for some extra clothing to
"It's a factor in the sense of
layer on.
game changes. The footing how it affects all the throws.'
Like the Green Bay Packers, isn't as steady. The football said Mangini. who has
who have historically used is slick, tougher to grasp and won five straight games in
Lamheau field's frozen tun- can take crazy bounces.
December. "Is it behind you?
dra and subzero conditions
It's also prone to swirling Is it blowing across the field?
to create one of the NIT.'sliest winds that can turn routine Are you throwing into it? All
and most unique home held extra-point attempts into duse tilings affect the way the
advantages, (he Browns rel- adventures. If you're not pre- ball travels, the way the ball is
ish the chance to host teams pared. Mother Nature will kicked, how you field kickofl
who play in domes or rarely dominate.
returns and punt returns. It
travel East
Coaches spend count- doesplaya big role."
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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"I think that
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we're figuring out

From Page 6

stopping 2!l of .ill shots on
Saturday.
Both goallenders have
seen sharp improvements
in their goals-againsi averge
and save percentage this
season, in large part due to
their own play,
On top of that, they base
been beneficiaries oi stron
get defensive play in front
of them.
T think that we're figuring
out time and space better,
that we're figuring out thai
support belter, and ultimately I think we're executing our I) zone play better."'
Bergeron said.
If the Falcons are to have
success [his weekend, they
will need to keep up thai sorl
of fundamentally sound play.
"I think thai if our process
is good, that if we take care

time and space
better, that we're
figuring out that
support better, and
ultimately I think
we're executing our
D zone play better"

of our objectives
ing shots, spei lal
msides
ands i — then then suits
will take care of them
Bergeron said.

Moth games this weekend
will star) at 7:05 p.m. .it the
BGSU Ice Arena.

A Full Weekend <>f Falcon Athletics
brought to you b> BGRSO:
Falcon Hock*) va Ohio State
on Mi. I FM WBGI FrWaj
tin \\ KAI.

SHIIII(I,I\

(6s33 pm i>r»'uuim-. 7:OS pm race ■»>i •
TYIER STABILE

LOOKING FOR SPACE: Danny McElroy tr#s to get around a Mictogan defender eailter this season. Coach Louis Orr has taken a liking to McElroys toughness and hustle

HOOPS
From Page 6
"Until we gel consistent in
our performance where 1 can
count on guys to really be
consistent every game ... you
know we'll see," Orr said.

One of the guys Orr is
starting to see consistent
thoroughness and hustle
from is sophomore Danny
McElroy — who scored six
points and grabbed a gamehigh II rebounds against
the llilltoppers.
"I think he can be one

check us out
online @

of our leaders in that way,"
tin added, "lie really has
a toughness about him
that I've seen since high
school."
Sundays game against the
(ioldcn Panthers will be a test
of toughness and hustle from
everyone on the falcons, as

lit i squeaked by with a (>7-ti2
win in last year's contest alter
leading by lti points nearly
midway through the second
ball
Florida
International
enters Sunday's game with a
•I I record, having lost its last
three games.

Falcon Women's Basketball at \ustin Pea\

oa 88.1 FM WBGI
Saturdai l\

:

5:45 pm pregame. 6:15 pm lip-off
Falcon Men's Basketball vi I lorida Int.
on WK\I FalcOl Radio
Saada) alierniion
1:31 pm prcgiaw, 2:86 pin lip-off

AlljanK>canbck.irilomu»\\ ben

C"'>x.

BGYtews

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
-

Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces

-

1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves

-

Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com tmmm ■*

FALCONS ve. Florida International
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12 - 2:00pm
ANDERSON ARENA
We're welcoming current NASCAR driver Sam Hornish Jr. to BGSU this
Sunday. Sam will sign autographs before the game. Staff members, stop
by the BGSU Ticket Office by 5:00pm this Friday to get two free tickets for
the game as it is Faculty & Staff Appreciation Day. Let's "Pack the House!"

877.AGSU.TICKET

iS&SI FALCONS.

WE

M

I

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THEPUL

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
I:acebuok or follow the pages' Tweets.

Fist pumps, jailbait, athletes and The Beatles top the year's most entertaining
Compiled by Malt Liaua. Aliasa ON.il
Marisha Piatrowtki and Baclty Tanar
The BG News

The year 2010 has come to a close — and what a time
it has been. The decade started off with a bang with
new trends, plenty of celebrity gossip and music that
actually made money in the age of illegal downloading.
Animal-shaped rubber bands were all the daze while
glee clubs and Italians in Jersey tcx>k over television sets.

ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR: EMINEM \\\
There are few celebrities who can do what Marshall Mathers
has done Debuting as a rapper a decade ago. Eminem (and
ego, Slim Shady) caused a lot of controversy with
his rhymes about domestic violence, crude sexual humor
and insults about every celebrity from Christina Aguilera to
Moby After a public meltdown, feuds with his ex-wife and
an addiction to prescription drugs, Eminem cleaned himi| and released one of the biggest albums of the year.
"Recovery." The album showcases a more mature entertainer
and is already nominated for 10 Grammys this February. This
is one of the best comebacks we've seen m a while.
LINDSAY LOHAN \\\
This year, thrre was no getting away from the former child
star turned bad g»l and it wasn't for a big Hollywood
blockbuster Lohan started the year off bad and it got far
worse. She missed a mandatory court date because she
o Cannes Film Festival She was ordered to wear
an alcohol detection bracelet, which went off at the MTV
Movie Awards She was sentenced to 90 days in jail. She
went to rehab for her fifth and sixth time She failed a drug
test while on probation ... and those were just her bigger
headlines Needless to say Lohan's life was a soap opera this
year, and we loved watching.
SANDRA BULLOCK \\\

.

I ENIAUTY

Seeming too close to her huge Oscar win and an acceptance speech where she thanked her husband, news about
|ed affair came into the limelight. What came next
was a very public divorce and scandal, but Bullock kept quiet
until she confirmed news that she had adopted a baby from
New Orleans. What Bullock became out of the scandal was
a strong single mother

While sports fans were cringing in disgust when LeBron
lames left Cleveland, pop culture nuts went ape when
Lindsay Lohan was thrown in the big house. The year
2010 was everything but boring, and as great as 2011 is
going to be, The Pulse gives you a glimpse of the year in
review.

MlLEYCYRUS\\\IIf.AUYf A!;l BE lAVfD
All Disney kids grow up and apparently lose their clothes
Miley Cyrus used to be known for being Billy Ray Cyrus'
daughter and the star of "Hannah Montana. Now. with the
release of her more mature album 'Can't Be Tamed.' Cyrus
is known for her own career as a grown pop star. After
many different controversies, including a feud with celebrity blogger Perez Hilton, the oversexed Cyrus turned 18
in November, leaving no one room to criticize her "jailbait
motives

sales, Swift also had the eighth biggest selling album to date
in 2010 and the second biggest country album of the year
She also topped the digital world with the number of albums
sold. "Speak Now" brought in the biggest one-week digital
sales total since Coldplay's Viva La Vida" in June 2008. In
the country music world. Swift holds the highest number of
country digital albums sold in one week — a record previously held by Swift's earlier album "Fearless."
THE BEATLES \\\ IAB FOUR GOI'S Old IAI

LADY GAGA \
', FOR IMF GAY&AYS
If there was any way for Lady Gaga to gain more respect as
an artist this year, this would be how She already cemented
herself as a Grammy-winning superstar, but this year. Gaga
took a stand and a break from her highly-grossed "The
Monster Ball" world tour to rally in Maine in attempts to
repeal the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy "I thought equality
meant everyone But apparently, for certain value meals, for
certain civil rights. I have to pay extra, because I'm gay." she
said

As one of the last bands to make the crossover, The Beatles
catalog is finally available to download on iTunes To date.
450,000 people have purchased one or all of the band's
highly-acclaimed albums, just to add to their online library.
unloaded Beatles songs since
Below are the top five most downloaded
November
1 "Here Comes The Sur
2. "Come Together"
3. "Let It Be"
4. "In My Life"
5. "Blackbird"

LIL WAYNE \\\

THE SOCIAL NETWORK \\\ VIEWERS BECOME A FAN OF

If JALLY FREED

It was evident from the many "Free Weezy" T-shirts (primarily sold at Hot Topic), that the idea behind the workaholic
rapper Lil Wayne being locked away was a sad fact. Once
dominating much of the Top 40 for songs both his and ones
he was featured on. Lil Wayne left the rap game on top. and
stayed on top during his 8-month stint Weezy released
"Rebirth" before being locked away and "I Am Not A Human
Being" debuted at No 1 just weeks before his release.
TAYLOR SWIFT\\\ TAYLOR SWIF1LY SEl LS
Taylor Swift made musk history with the release of her third
album Speak Now" in October. It was the first album to sell
one million copies in its first week since the release of Lil
Wayne's "Tha Carter III" in June 2008. After the first week of

iLNI WORK*
The movie "The Social Network" revealed the face of
Facebook creator Mark Zuckerberg. and however favorable
or not that face is it certainly drew a crowd. The film that
fictionally chronicled the creation of the most popular social
networking website held the No t spot in the box office
its first two weeks and as of the beginning of December,
grossed $90.5 million m the US and $90.3 million overseas,
combined for a $180.9 million total. While some critics hailed
it as the "movie of the year" and said it defined our generation, the film received some backlash from the Zuckerberg
camp. Some of those close to Zuckerberg said the movie
wrongly portrayed the Facebook creator Wrong or not, it
was clearly a hit.

See YEAR | Page 9

MEDIAREVIEWS
The years best
meals can also
be remembered

Dressing for
winter is warm
and trendy
TINKIRIDAY

#

AMANDA McGUIRE
RZICNEK
'UODCOLUMNISI

"BODY TALK

ALBUM

ALBUM

Artist INICKIMINAJ
Grade C-

Artist IROBYN
Grade A

WWW BIBTHPIACEMAG COM

At the closing"! every year, l'malways
grateful fol the food I ate and the
folks who shared it with me.
(If course lliis year is no exception.
I relish each meal.
I heart the simplest picnic of pickled vegetables, cold cuts and lentil
salad on a lint summer day at the
Quarry with K< ">d friends.

WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS:
rap-hop has always been a boys club
Sure there are always a "femcee" or two to make
a little now lor a couple of years, but they usually rely on some kind of gimmick For eiample
Missy Elliott had an extremely bizarre and creative approach to her raps, while rappers like Lil
Km and Foxy Brown used semially charged lyncs
to captivate audiences
Nicki Minaj uses a combinalion of both bizarre

See MEALS | Page 9

See MINAJ | Page 10

TONIGHT IN PERRYSBURG I

TOY STORY 5"

WWWJBPBIOGSPOTCOM

WWW 5 BPB10GSP0IC0M

WHAT MATTUASSE THINKS:
While listening to Swedish pop star Robyn it s fnid
to see how other American musicians can measure
up
She's the whole package, mixing Madonnas attitude.
lady Gagas eccentric style, a slew of dance tunes
We Britney Spears and vocals comparable to Kyta
Minogues
And whethei it's realized or not. she is one of the
artists who released the most amount of music m

WHAT BOBBY WADDLE THINKS:
While most of us may have seen Toy Story 5 in
theaters in the summer, the him sli pac ks an
emotional punch on DVD. making it the perfect gift
during the Christmas season for the child in us all
lee Unknch succeeds John lasseter as director and
firs passion lor captunnq the feelings ol the characters drives the product, not only through the film
but also through the featurettes and the filmmakers'
commentary

See ROBYN | Page 10

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

See TOY | Page 10

I THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Christmas cheer in Perrysburg

Toledo does OKLAHOMA!'

'Nutcracker' comes to Stranahan

The Norman and Louise Jones Foundation

The Tony Award-winning "OKLAHOMA! will

The Toledo Ballet will be performing "The

will be putting on "It's A Wonderful Life

be put on at the Valentine Theatre tonight for

Nutcracker" on Saturday at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

- Live ftom WVL Radio Theatre" tonight at

a second performance. The show starts at 8

and Sunday at 2 p.m. The show will be at the

8 p.m. Reserved seating costs $25.

p.m.

Stranahan Theater.

It's time to put those leggings and
shorts away and acquire more
appropriate items for the season.
The winter fashion this year is
sure to be one full of elegance, high
collars and sexy turtlenecks. There
are going to be a few absolutely
new trends that will make their
See FASHION I Paqe 9

THEY SAID IT
"I'm not even kind of a lesbian."
-Oprah Winfrey

VISIT B6VIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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MEALS
From Page 9

BEST ALBUMS OF THE YEAR:
'Compiled by Zach Gase
I. Kanye West "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy"
A. Arcade Fire 'The Suburbs"
D. Kno "Death is Silent"
T". Sage Francis "Li(r*)e"
D. The Roots "How I Got Over'
O. Nas & Damian Marley "Distant Relatrves"
/. Sufjan Stevens "Age ol Adz"
O. Vampire Weekend "Contra"
s. Big Boi "Sir Lucious Left Fool: Son of Chico Dusty"
1 0. Drake "Thank Me Later"
11. Cee-Lo Green "The Lady Killer"
1 2. The Black Keys "Brothers"
I D Beach House "Teen Dream"
14. Broken Bells Broken Bells"
I D. Eminem "Recovery"

INCEPTION \\\\

2010 OLYMPICS \\\ -CANADA AND
(MPICS

10 LIMBO
The thriller that left many in confusion not only
grossed $825.1 million at the Box Office, but
it also became one of the best films of the
year. Now on DVD. the film was directed by
Christopher Nolan and starred big names like
Leonardo DiCaprio. Joseph Gordon-Levitt.
Ellen Page. Cillian Murphy and Michael Came.
Whether the film will be nominated for any
Academy Awards will be known on January 25.
JERSEY SHORE \\\ . I) WERS RUSH JERSEY SHORE'
Although it premiered in late 2009. MTV's show
Jersey Shore" gained monumental popularity in
2010. By the end of the summer, it seemed like
everyone knew about Snooki and her "smooshing with guys on the Jersey Shore. Vinnys
pinkeye outbreaks and. via his Dancing with
the Stars" appearance, the inability of Mike
"the Situation" to dance. Fans learned the fine
art of fist pumping like champs and avoiding
"grenades" (ugly women), but many Italians and
New Jersey residents ob|ected to the negative
portrayal of Garden State residents and the portrayal of the guido lifestyle. The show garnered
record-high ratings for MTV, and it will return for
a third season Jan. 6.

In February. Vancouver. Canada hosted the
21st Olympic Winter Games, deemed as one of
warmest and most dangerous Winter Games in
history Tragedy struck the games early with the
death of Nodar Kumaritashvil of the nation of
Georgia, who was a victim to Vancouver's slick
luge track. The U.S. came away with a record
57 Olympic medals Athletes like snowboarder
Shaun White, figure skater Evan Lysacek and
skter Lindsey Vonn became household names
with their gold medal performances. Short track
speed skater Apolo Ohno became the most
decorated American Winter Olympian ever with
eight medals. The US faced off against Canada
in the men's hockey final. The Canadians would
win 5-2. becoming the first host nation to win
hockey gold in 50 years.

W0RLDCUP\\\
For first time in history a major world-sporting event was held on the continent of Africa
South Africa hosted the World Cup with an
average of 400 million people watching each
match The vuvuzela. a plastic horn played during the matches, became a worldwide fad. Team
USA captain. Landon Donovan, took his team
to round 2. winning their group for the first
time since 1930. The final, though, was played
between Spain and the Netherlands; the Spanish
brought home their first World Cup. beating the
Dutch 5-2.
LEM0M JAMES \\\ WITNESS
In July. LeBron James broke the hearts of thousands of Clevelanders when he left the Cavaliers
for the Miami Heat James promised Cleveland
an NBA Title but after seven seasons with the ,
Cavs he packed his bags, leaving a hole in the
team and in Cleveland's economy. Adding
insult to injury, James announced his decision
on an ESPN one-hour special resulting in many
Cleveland fans burning his jerseys in the citys
streets.

f™\
Days Inn
• Rooms equipped with
fridge, microwave & stove
• King or two double beds
• Free cJble TV
• Free local & long
distance calls
• Hair dryer and coffee
maker available in room
• Free continental breakfast
Right Across from BGSU!

$199/weekly

pickled beef tongue and crispy
bone marrow starters and sauerbralen with butler poached
potatoes that Chef Michael
Bulkowski at Revolver in
Findlay prepared for my sisterin-law. husband and I before
we stood In line to see the midnight premiere of "1-clipse."
But that doesn't account
for all the fantastic clean-outthe-fridge meals my husband
and I have made on ihe fly
after a long day of leaching
thai turned out more amazing
than we thought.
Or the wonderful pot of lentil soup a friend and I made
together and shared with a
good conversation.
Or the turkey chili friends
prepared for us before game
night.
Or ihe chicken marsala at
The Jewel in I lolland.
Or the extraordinarily thin
crust pizza at Woodstock Pizza
and Subs in Vermilion.
Needless to say. this lisi
could go on. lor a long time.
But there's one important
addition.
This
past Wednesday
night my (iSW 1110 Service
Learning class and 1 shared a
memorable meal.
Over Ihe course of the
semester the students and
1 partnered with the H(i
Community (larden to weed,
water, harvest and winterize the garden behind HIM
United Methodist. Each of the
five argumentative essays Ihe
students wrote focused on
food-related issues and he >vv to

AMANDA MCGUIRC RZICNEK

become part of a viable solution. At first the students were
very resistant; who wants to
gel mud on Iheir shoes and
be threatened by bees while
working in a garden?
Dare 1 say, now at the end
ol the semester, I don'i think
any of the students wish they'd
dropped the class? Ihe challenges we faced while working in the garden and working on our essays unified
us; they helped us creatively
problem-solve and be a little
more flexible in our teaching
and learning. As an install
lor, I feel like I gel to know my
students through iheii essaj
writing, but with my -en ire
learning class I got to know

of our class, I really wanted
to ireai the students to a special meal, especially after all of
their haul work. All semester
we had been debating the pros
and ions ol community gardens, speculating why fresh,
local food is expensive and
proposing solutions lor makingheahhiei school lunches ii
seemed only right to have a
time where we could eat and
enjoy each ■ >t ber's company
Which is what we did at
The Greenery in the Union on
Wednesday We talked about
reality television. We shared
stories about our families. And
when I he Ic M id came, there was
silent e, we ate and then talked
about the food. Quite frankly,
it wasadream loi measa food
writer, and as an instructor 1
couldn't be more proud. Ihe
students questioned flavoi
and beverage pairings, identified flavor combinations, sug
gesied ingredients that boost
flavors or mellow llavors.
pondered how local the food
was and praised what they
enjoyed. I.veil though lliev
turned in their portfolios, they
were thinkingci ideally—most
likely without realizing it

them as community members
and individuals ion. I watched
them apply Iheir service in the
garden and cite it as examples
in class discussions or their
essays More importantly, 1
got to know each of lliem a
little more while we worked
in Ihe garden, just as they got
to know me a little bit more.
which created a g< >< id level of
trust and strengthened our
mutual respect.
Because food was the lotus

THE SAINTS\\\ THE SAINTS COME MARCHNGN
In February the New Orleans Saints beat the
Indianapolis Colt 51-17 to become the Super
Bowl XLIV Champions. The Saints had "Mardi
Gras-like celebration in the French Quarter
when they returned home The victory was a
beacon of hope to the city that was devastated
in 2005 by Hurricane Katrina.

CONANOBRIEN\\\
"Snooki has a TV show, but I don't." t_onan
O'Brien said after his infamous exit from
NBC. In January. NBC decided to give former
"Tonight Show" host Jay Leno his old time slot
back after his disastrous showing at 10 p.m.
bumping "the Tonight Show" to 12.05 a.m.
O'Brien left NBC over the dispute, saying it was
wrong to move the time slot of the late-night
institution Fans thought O'Brien was being
shafted by Leno and NBC. and they organized
a massive Internet presence. Those fans turned
out to see O'Brien on his "Legally Prohibited
from Being Funny on Television Tour over the
summer, and watched O'Brien's new show on
TBS when it debuted in November.

And I freak mil about the
to-die-for gourmet meal with

IPAD\\\ APPLE ANNOUNCES NEW ACT
The same company who thought to make a
portable device able to hold thousands of songs
at the start of last decade has now made the
iPod bigger, and able to do more than just play
music. The iPad. announced in the spring, acts
like a bigger, flatter iPod Touch, able to do most
things a laptop can do The Apple product costs
somewhere between $500 and $500
SILLY BANDZ \\\. ......

I'lYSTYiF

Wrists were lined with vibrantly colored silicone
bands this summer. But instead of supporting
multiple causes, these bracelets were purely for
entertainment. Silly Bandz swept the market with
hundreds of different shapes and colors When
on the wrist, they looked like regular bracelets.
but when taken off they formed a shape that
could range from a high heeled shoe to a bunny
to a clothes hanger Silly Bandz didn't only
invade the grade school playgrounds, they also
reached the wrists of college students and adults
as well As of August. Silly Bandz were sold in
8.000 stores nationwide, and they have topped
best-selling toy lists since their release.
0ILSPILL\\\

MESSY

No matter what you want to call it — the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the BP spill or the
Gulf of Mexico oil spill — this year saw the largest oil spill in history. Beginning April 20 with
the explosion on the Deepwater Horizon drilling
rig. oil gushed from the well until it was finally
capped on Jury 15. By the time the leak was
stopped, the well had released an estimated 4.9
million barrels. 185 million gallons, of crude oil
into the Gulf of Mexico. The "BP disaster" continues to affect the wildlife and the economy in
the Gulf area.

FASHION
From Page 8
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''BOWLING
GREEN *H ATS & ACCESSORIES

This winter season, there
will be many items to shop for
that will not only tickle your
fancy, but also keep you warm
during these long, winter days,
from maxi dresses lo fashionable ponchos, there will be
some! hing for everyone to find
this winter season.
I have researched many of
the latest trends for winter thai
were premiered at fashion
Week this year and will be giving recommendations on the
top five items that are definite
ly must-haves ihis winter.
When you hear Ihe word
turlleneck, what is the first
thing that comes to mind? For
me. the words "old" and "not
sexy'' are what seem to linger. However, this winter season, sexy turtlenecks are back
in and they look great. It's all
about how you wear the turlleneck; don't let the turlleneck
wear you. Ihis season Chanel
has paired Iheir turtlenecks
with fur and mid-waist belts,

Having a pupped collai on
your jacket does not make you
look like a mot on. itinakesyou
look fashionable. Ihis season,
popped collars are in. I hese
aren't only fashionable, but
they are veiy practical as well

In addition to making you look
modern, high collars will keep
you warm dining these cold
winter days.
1 guest one may have lo
dress up eventually, n so. try
and go for a wide, flow y dress
pant. Lots of wide pants were
presented at the fashion show
for Ihis season. Some of the
pants were plain and elegant
while others contained a little more sparkle and attitude,
Yves Saint Laurent showed
a very elegant, simple dress
pant with long, vivacious flow
and grace. A personal favorite
of mine for a special formal
occasion,
1 very girl needs a best friend,
why noi have one that resembles a thigh-high boot? [hats
right, thigh-high boots arc-

Put Us On Your
Christmas List!
v
One Bedroom Apartments:

•320 Elm
• 1(» N. Main #11
• 114 S. Main

- 117 N. Main
• 216 N. Enterprise
• 128 W. Wooster

TWO Bedroom Apts. Duplexes & Houses:
Elm
• 730 Elm
Ridge Front
• 109 N. Main #G

319 S. Main

'HEED A NEW LOOK?

Add a Hatfor the Holidays!
arulTtmembcr...

Hats and Accessories make great gifts!

in this season and a popular
favoriteb) man) women rhey
look sexy and feel comfortable,
In addition, they provide great
leg coverage foi these cold,
winter days. Christian Dira
and Burberry l'rorsum are
showing very classy, leathei
thigh-high boots in a variety ol
colors Ihis season.
1 believe you know what
lime il is: it's lime to acces
sorize. One essential item that
everyone needs ihis season is
a nice pair of gloves. However,
this season the gloves aren't
quite as practical. Ihe gloves
that are being shown as trendy
are fingerless and lacy gloves:
I find ihis to be a conflict ol
interest with the cold. No matter, having some son of gloves
Ihis season will he essential to
completing your look.
Ladies, I know you all want
to be fashionable, hut it's hard
to really achieve that without
knowing the modern lech
niqtics. Luckily,these live looks
will help you achieve \ our true
fashion potential this winlei
season.

high boots,

world

p

\

and Alexander McQueen has
paired his with ponchos and

• 520 E. Reed

& 525 E. Merry
• 214 N. Enterprise
Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses:
N. Church
N. Enterprise -house
S. College A&B
Elm

•
•
•
•

119" Clay St.
33S N. Church House
123+127 E. Merry
455 S. Summit

Scarves,». Knitted Mufflers & Gloves
Felted Wool Designs & Handbags, Travel Bags & Totes
Belts, Wallets k Watches A Women's Tops & Sweaters

Monthly rates also available

Hobday Finer)' jt Kids Hats, Scarves, & Gloves

p: 419-352-1520
f: 419-354-3182
1740 E Wooster St.

rsSouA Miiii Stun. BowtnsGimi,(*io4.VMi. 41"J53. Of
Monday !t>j-8p TucMUyhkLiy tOa-fy Saturdiv I0a-4p

and so much mere

STOP BY OUR OFFICE
TO PICK UP OUR COMPLETE
RENTAL BROCHURE.
Quiet I.iv inp Places Also Available.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

(419) 352.5620
email

JS

332 S. Main St. ,0,, » > *.newlov«into<o)nevrloverentals.com

www.newloverentals.com

PULSE

W Friday. December 10.2010

ROBYN
From Page 8
match the likes of the Spice Grt or the
Backstreet Boyv
However, more than a decade later. Robyn's
ongtnalHysrmes.
She success^ mues substance wrth sliness ove» the course o( the hour-long "Body
Talk, and features the mgrederts crucial for a
perfect pop act.
On the surface. "Body Talk" features laughable themes The opening notes of the
second track are "I've got some news for
you/fembots have Mngs too." while the
techno-induced "Don't F"*"g Tell Me What
To Do" rs a snj-along list of things that are
annoying Robyn That doesn't take away
from their greatness, though
But for every catcliy juvenile tune. Robyn ako
offers substance "Indestructible" and "Hang
Wrth Me" offer heartfelt lyrics about love
The afcums huge stadium choruses and
heavy bassknes are the best quality ol "Body
Talk. Love Mis features a hard-pounding
ckum beat with a chorus made to be chanted.
wMe die album's strongest track. "Dancehal
Queen" reads like a diary of a night out in
the clubs I take the bus to town/ attm' m
the back and talk to no one/1 got the high
heels on/1 go out dancing all by my own
soon as I get inside/1 lose myself in the blinding ItghlsT she smgs on the track, inviting the
listener to jom her party
Robyn's movatne sounds help her run circles
around current American pop acts "None Of
Dem featuring Norwegion electronic duo
Royisopp. offers a better youthful anthem
than KeSha's "We R Who We R." while the
Snoop Dogg-assrssted "U Should Know
Better* blows Katy Perry's Snoop Dogg collaboration "California Gurls" out of the water
It's non-stop fun from the opening basskne
in "Dancing On My Own" to the repetitious
conclusion of "Stars 4-Ever"

MINAJ
From Page X
and se-ual styles m her raps And lie Kim
(with Notorious BIG) and Foxy (Nas and
Jay-Z). Minaj is co-signed with one of the
btqgest names in ftp-hop. Ill Wayne
Minai t'*s to shatter hip-hops glass ceiling
wrth her debut. "P*i Friday" with her awmated voices sharp word play and orvpoint
flows On album opener." I'm the Best." Minaj
is set to prove her lyrical prowess over a
rather average beat provided by Kane Beat;
most famous for producing U Wavnes
"Right About It* and Lupe Fiascos The Show
Goes On' Despite the bland, choppy synthheavy beat Minaj successfuly describes her
past three years m the rap game
Bland, uninspired producoon is common
throughout "Pink Friday." but for the most
part Minajs presence on the mic salvages
many of the tracks On the Swm Beatzlaced "Romans Revenge" Minaj raps circles
around fcminem. whose unnecessary yelling
and forced punch lines have made hrs
recent guest spots almost unltstenable N<lu
delivers some of her hungriest rhymes over
Swizzs sterile Cayo keyboard board sounds,
and even references Busta Rhymes memorable performance on A Tribe Called Quest's
classic single. "Scenario"
There is no question Miss Mmaj can rap; I
haven't questioned that since her show-stealing performance on Kanye West's "Monster"
But when she tries to sing, usualy with the
assistance of auto-tune she gets herself into
some trouble The R&B ballad nflueneed
"Save Me.' and lead-single "Vom Love" are
two of the albums weakest tracks
The lowest point on "Pink Friday" rs Minaj's
cofeboration wrth WiB i am. "Check rt Out"
Much like many of the recent Black Eyed
Peas songs. "Check it Out" rs plagued with
unnecessary auto-tune vocals, soft hand
c laps, and cheesy lyncs and melody that
reeks of a Katy Perry song,
Minai is at her best when she utifees her
unique style and clever word play in a
personal setting On the introspective. "Dear
Old N<cki" she pens a letter to herself saying. "But I Needed To Grow, and I Needed
To Know / That There Were Some Things
Irwde Of Me That I Need To Show'And on
the Drake-assisted "Moment 4 Life." the two
Young Money stars trade verses about their
me to fame and success and appreciating
their moment on top.
Although "PnkFnday is no "Mrseducation
of Lauryn Hill, it does have a few moments
of brliance After debuting number two
on the charts (behind Wests latest). Mnajs
debut album rs the second highest se*ng
female aftx/n (after the previously mentioned Lauryn HiK album) in one week
While "Pink Friday" went single handedly
end the strong gender bias in hip-hop. it rs a
step m the right direction The year 2010 saw
its share of successful female rappers (Dessa.
Rah Digga. Marz Lovejoy and Jean Grae
to name a few), but Mnaj is one of the few
to breakthrough and achieve mainstream
success. Nicki Minaj along with the other
"femcees" mentioned, have the potential to
bnng female rappers back to the level they
saw m the md-to-late 90s and beyond

TOY
From Page 8
The fin itself dears witf i giowmg up from
a number of percpectrves
When the toys' owner. Andy (voiced by
John Morris), rs headnig off to college, they
have to adjust to the possibility of retirement in the attic When a packing mo-up
nearly sends them to the landfill, they
decide to move to Sunnyside Day Care
where the constant flow ol children seemingly offers mmortality. When Sunnyside
turns out to be a prison camp run by the
plush Lots-O'-Huggin' Bear (Ned Beany).
Woody (Tom Hanks) launches an escape
plan that itvals the best heist films in then
intensity
Most of the intensity is achieved through
the characters" facial expressions As Andy
5 putting toys in the garbage bag that is to
go in the attic Woody is spared and gets
packed in the college box Buzz I ightyear
(Tim Allen) rs not
The opening scene proves to be a situation
that allows PIK* to deliver its best animation at the very start of tlie film It weaves
nostalgia from the first film (including
the force-held dog) and the second him
(Buzz's anti-giavity belt) into an epic
scene from the old west tliat utilizes all of
Andys toys
The scene boasts bright colors that appeal
beautifuly on either a high resolution
television or a laptop computer
Visually, the film is easily the best m the
series. Unknch said m the audio commentary featured on tlie DVD that the animation team redesigned several characters,
including completely rebuilding Woody
and Buzz to alow more natural looking
movement
The film maintains Pi»ar's attention to
detail. vrvidS illustrating the walk of
Andys room with posteis and pictures that
came from intense research on a typical
teenager's bedroom
WMe these are only in the background
of the scenes for a few seconds Unknch
quotes Lasseter on Puars philosophy for
spending lots of time on details that may
go unnoticed by viewers
'We like to sand the underside of the drawers." Lasseter said
While anecdotes like these make the commentary a valuable special feature, the best
feature offered on the disc is the leaturette
"The Gang's All Here-A Look At Returning
Voice Talent" Every major cast member

rs shown giving character recordings and
gives the best glimpse at the fun the cast
had making the film
Tremendous credit is to be given to the
crew, particularly Unknch because most of
the actors recorded their lines separately,
with only special selections horn the script
available to them This left Unknch wrth
the responsibility of getting the actors to
react to other people who were not actually there.
Series newcomer Michael Keaton was
particularly fun to watch as he gave an
uproarious performance as Ken. whose
newfound attraction to Barbie is conflicted
with his desire not to be seen as a "girfs
toy' by Uts-O'-Hugg-n Bear and his thugs
Ned Beatty deserves mention for his
performance as the sinister Lotso. as hrs
deep voice can be frightening and calming
leading the toys into the fake paradise of
Sunnyside with hrs welcoming demeanor
before revealing a stem warden wrth a
Bag* past.
The film's most suipnsiKj performance
comes from John Moms' third portrayal
of Andy In the first two hlms. hrs role
served as a simple plot device, and Moms
c aptured the enthusiastic owner every toy
would dream of
This time, however. Andy rs faced with the
decision of giving up the possessions that
helped hrn through his childhood, and
Mom*, gives a heart-wrenching monologue at the end of the film about how
much they meant to him Wrth equal hints
of sadness as wel as happy reminiscing
the speech alows Andy and the audience
to revisit chilctwod while moving nto the
ne«t stage of life
This reflects the entire history of the
franchise as well An entire generation of
chJdren grew up with the firsl him which
was also Pinar's fust full- length feature
As the an-matron improved, so did the
possibilities lor storytelling Unknch said
that he cM not think the humans looked
particularly good in the first film Here.
Andys facial expressions are fantastic,
adding another layer of human connection
to a series where the toys used to be the
only characters the audience could truly
identify with
It rs only fitting that Puar saved the most
emotionally resonant part of the trJogy for
last, and as a colege student who occasional/ breaks out hts old Lego colections.
tJie message I tale away from this film s
clear I need to grow up
But not entirely
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ACROSS
1 Home of Bngham
Young University
6
Mahal
9 Fat substitute brand in some
potato chips
14 Not loaded
15 Ambient music pioneer
16 Swindler with a scheme
named for him
17 Hemlock, for one
19 Grain disease
20 See 50-Down
22 Covet
23 Battery, bond or baseball
cl ub designation
24 Belgrade's land
27 Libel and slander disputes
are part of it
32 See 50-Down
34 Brit, record co
35 Spanish pronoun
36 Restful resort
37 Prayer opener

38
39
43
45
46
47
48
54
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

1 Mmule segment of a mm.
2 Wander
3 Upper, in Ulm
4 Spinal column component
5 Like some farming
6 Mmute
7 Fresh way to start
8 "Help Me" vocalist Mitchell
9 Alfresco
10 Maker of EverPure
shampoo
11 Former Caltech si., perhaps
12 __dye: chemical
colonng
13 Little thing to pick
41 Ridd's love, in a
18 Competitor
Blackmore romance
21 Basilica section
42 They're hard to
24 Ancient queendom
figure
out
25 Let up
26 Customary ceremonies 44 Ftio Grande city
47 Workshop gadgets
27 It covers the Hill
48 Skid row figure
28 Da Vinci's lang.
49 Charlie's Angels, e.g.
29 On the up and up
30 It started as Standard 50 Clue for 20-. 32-. 39and 48-Across
Oil of Indiana
51 "Deal
Deal"
31 Expand
52 Lo-cal
33 John McCain's alma
53 Bygone Tunisian
mater: Abbr.
rulers
37 Revamp
54 Summer coolers,
39 Hoodwinked
briefly
40 -The X-Files'
55 Used car site
extras: Abbr.

ANSWERS

Old-fashioned get-together
See 50-Down
"Beanz mearu Heinz.- e.g.
Truck capacity
AIDS-fightmg drug
_ dire: |uror examination
See 50-Down
Foreign
"The Dick Van Dyke
Show" regular
Nast
Winter hazard
Family nickname
Tolerated
Gives the go-ahead
Tart fruit
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VOTED BFST PIZZi

PISniM€LLO'S|
' 203 N. Main &!*«*>* 352-5,66 I
$6.50 minimum

L

I The BG News

i our coupon menu al
rv.pisanellos.com
AccrpbnK
n

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

EarnS1000-S3200/mo,
to drive our cars with ads
Initial tee required.
www.AdCarDriver.com
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£^

For Rent

1.2S4BR. 300 E Merry St.
rooms low as $199'mo.avail NOW
see CartyRentals.com
All next to campus,
419-353-0325.9-9

Avail. August 2011, 3 BR nouses
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
131 N Church - S750/mo.
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - S800/mo.
127 Georgia - SLOOO/mo.
112ClaySt-S900/mo.
118ClaySt-S950/mo.
202 E. Merry St - S1,200/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.

2BR apt. S490/mo +gas & elec,
water included, pets welcome,
4th St. Call 419-409-1110.

3 bedroom, 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets OK.
619 High St Call 419-308-3525.
311 Ridge -3BR house,
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882
3BR apt, near campus/downtown.
$950/mo. utils mcl. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

$$

For Rent

2BR house, near campus,
S750/mo. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

Help Wanted

■Your Stories

n

^■"

^m

Wine & cheest reception & art
show featuring items trom
Beth Casey estate
An-a-Site Gallery,
116 S Main St Bowling Green
Friday. 12/10, 5-8 pm.

■Your Blogs

10

II

..

City Events

3BR townhouses, lease 2011 s.y.
Scott Hamilton St, 4th & 5th St
Clean & well-maintained,
call 419-409-1110.
3BR/ 2 bath w/ 2 car attached
garage. All appliances included.
$975/mo tutils, call 419-353-2772

Brand new 6BR house, close to
campus' Cable, pool table incl.

Call 419-308-2456
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
wwwBGApartments.com
Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011,$475/mo,
utils mcl Call 419-352-5882.
Now taking applications for
11-12 SY. houses next to campus
Call 419-353-0325. 9-9
also see CartyRentais.com
Also t & 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11

4 BR house avail Aug 2011,
302 N Enterprise, close to campus. Contact, rtrzcinski@bex.net

Shamrock Studio Apt* for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable. WiFi.
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

1 room eflic. shared bath.
co-ed only. turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 1, 2011.
Call 419-601-3225.

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths. W/D. garage
& large deck, corner of 8th & Elm.
Call 419-305-5987 lor more Info.

Spacious 2 & 3 BR apts starting
at $495'mo. 12 mo leases onlyl
Call BG Estates at 419-352-5987

1, 2 & 3BR apts. close to campus,
avail end ol Dec & next 8.Y.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all nexl to campus 353-0325,9-9

Sublet avail, immed in Copper
Beech. 4BR/5 bath. W/D in
house. $300/mo * water & elec,
lurn. avail, D/W 847-863-8831

For Rent

■Your Community
■Your News
■Your Views
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Visit Your Community d>

BGVIEWS.com
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See our complete menu ill www.sambs.coin
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The Chronicles of Namla:
The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader 3D [PC] No Passes
400 715 1005
Burlesque [PG-13]
410 7251015
Tangled 3D [PG]
220 450 7301000
Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 1 [PG-13J
340 705 1020
Unstoppable [PG-13]
7401010
Megamind [PG] No Passes
230 500

The Daily Crossword Fix

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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CINCMA5

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Foxwood Manor-839 7th St.
1 bdr 1 bath apis
AC/laundry on site/starts early May or early August
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